CHAPTER VII.
RULE AGAINST PERPETUITIES.
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Replevin for the taking of three cows at Rowdham. The defendant
justiﬁes for damage fesant as in his freehold. The plaintiff traverseth
the freehold; and, thereupon, being at issue, a special verdict was found,
in which the case appeared to be, that one William Brown, father of the
defendant, being seised of this land in fee, having issue the defendant.
his son and heir, and Thomas Brown his second son, and Richard Brown
a third son, by his will in writing devised this land to “Thomas his
son and his heirs forever, paying to his brother Richard twenty pounds
at the age of twenty-one years; and if Thomas died without issue, liv
ing William his brother, that then William his brother should have
those lands to him and his heirs and assigns forever, paying the said
sum as Thomas should have paid.” Thomas enters and suﬁers a common
recovery, with a single voucher, to the use of himself and his heirs;
and afterwards devises it to the use of Edward Pells, the plaintiff, and
his heirs; and dies without issue, living the said William Brown, who
entered upon Edward Pells, and took the distress.
This case was twice argued at the bar and afterward at the bench;
and the matter was divided into three points; 1, whether Thomas had
an estate in fee, or in fee-tail only; 2, admitting he had a_fee, whether
this limitation of the fee to William be good to limit a fee upon a fee;
3, if Thomas hath a fee, and William only a possibility to have a fee,
whether this recovery shall bar William, or that it be such an estate
as cannot be extirpated by recovery or otherwise.
As to the ﬁrst, all the justices resolved, that it is not an estate tail
in Thomas, but an estate in fee; for it is devised to him and his heirs
forever, and also paying to Richard twenty pounds; both which clauses
show that he intended a fee to him.
And the clause “if he died without
he died without
issue,” is not absolute and indeﬁnite whensoever
issue, but it is with a contingency,.“if
he died without issue, living
William ;” for he might survive William, or have issue alive at the time
of his death, living William; in which cases William should never have
but
Thomas died without issue living William,
only to have
See 19 Hen.
Coke 41;
pl. 74; 12 Edw.
pl. 8; Be'risf0¢-d’s Case,
Lampefs Case, 10 Coke 50. And therefore
not like to the cases
cited on the other part:
Hen.
3'7 Assize, pl. 15
16; and
pl.
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Dyer 330, Clactey’s Case: for it is an exposition of- his intent what issue
should have
viz. of his body; and whensoever he died without issue,
the land should remain, &c.
Hut here it
conditional limitation
such
to another,
thing happen; and therefore they all relied upon
the book, Dyer, 124, and Dyer 354; which are all one with this case.
Secondly, they all agreed that this
good limitation of the fee
to William by way of that contingency, not by way of immediate re
remainder: as
one de
mainder (For they. all agreed it cannot be
viseth land to one and his heirs, and
he die without heir, that
shall remain to another,
void and repugnant to the estate; for
one fee cannot be in remainder after another; for the law doth not ex
fee by his dying without heirs, and there
pect the determination of
fore cannot appoint
remainder to begin upon determination thereof, as
19 Hen.
pl. 8; 29 Hen.
Dyer 33
[ante p. 225], but by way of con
tingency, and by way of executory devise to another, to determine the
one estate, and limit
to another, upon an act to be performed, or in
failure of performance thereof, &c.; for the one may be and hath always
been allowed: as devise of his land to his executors to sell,
his heir
fail of payment of such
sum at such
an executory de
day, this
vise.
So the case cited in Borast-0n’s Case,
Coke 20 [reported ante‘ p.
212], of Wellock v. Hammond [reported ante p. 150], where the devise
sum to the younger sons,
was to the eldest son and heirs, paying such
otherwise that the land should be to him and his heirs,
good ex
precedent was shown, Trinity term, 38 Eliz. Roll
ecutory devise._ And
was adjudged,
867, Fullmerson v. Stewart; where upon special verdict
that whereas Sir Richard Fulmerson devised to Sir Edward Cleere and
Frances his wife, daughter and heir of the said Sir Richard Fullrnerson,
certain lands in Elden in the county of Norfolk, to them and the heirs
of Sir Edward Cleere, upon the condition that they should assure lands
in such places to his executors and their heirs, to perform his will and
he fail, then he devised the said lands in Elden to his executors and
their heirs. It was adjudged to be
good limitation and no condition;
condition
should be destroyed by the descent to
for
should be
limitation, and as an executory devise to his ex
the heir; but
ecutors, who for the non-performance of the said acts entered and sold,
For
and adjudged good.
So here, &c.
good executory devise
Dyer
upon this limitation, and DODERIDGE said the opinion 29 Hen.
in
an
in
such
limitation
fee
estate
that
33
was,
upon
225],
[ante
had been oftentimes adjudged contrary thereto.
fee cannot be, and
To the third point DODERIDGE held that this recovery should bar Wil
fee, as
contingent estate
liam for he had but
possibility to have
in
esse; for other
before
came
this
which
recovery
by
destroyed
mischievous kind of perpetuity, which could not by
wise
would be
was objected that
And although
recovery
any means be destroyed.
shall not bar, but where
recovery in value extends thereto, as appears
rent charge granted by him in
Coke 62 a, where
by Capel’s Case,
remainder was l)oiJlJ1d; yet he held that this recovery destroying the
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all contingencies
and dependencies
thereupon are
bound, and a recovery shall bind everyone who cannot falsify it; and
here he who hath this possibility cannot falsify, therefore he shall be
bound thereby.
But all the other justices were herein against him,
that this recovery shall not bind; for he who suffered the recovery had a
fee, and William Brown had but a possibility if he survived Thomas; and
Thomas dying without issue, in his life, no recovery in value shall extend
thereto, unless he had been party by way of vouchee, and then it should;
for by entering into the warranty he gave all his possibility; therefore
they agreed to the case which Darnport at the bar cited to be adjudged,
34 Eliz., where a mortgagee suffers a recovery it shall not bind the
mortgagor; but if he had been party by way of voucher it had been
otherwise.
And here is not any estate depending upon the estate of
Thomas Bray, but a collateral and mere possibility, which shall not be
touched by a recovery; and if such recovery should be allowed, then if
a man should devise that his heir should make such a payment to his
younger sons, or to his executors, otherwise the land should be to them;
if the heir by recovery might avoid
would be very mischievous, and
no such mischief that
should
might frustrate all devises; and there
‘maintain perpetuities, for
mere
but
particular case, and upon
contingency, which peradventure never may happen, and may be avoided
by joining him in the recovery who hath such
contingency; and on the
other part
would be far more and
greater mischief that all executory
devises should by such means be destroyed.
it,
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HOUGHTON,
., in his argument,
put this case:
vise lands to oneand his heirs as long as
. S. hath issue of his body,
he shall not by recovery bind him who made this gift without making
him
party by way of vouchee; for
recovery against tenant in fee
collateral interest, title or possibility, or
con
simple never shall bind
dition or covenant, or the like. Wherefore they all (except DODERIDGE)
held that this recovery was no bar.
Then DODERIDGE took exception to the verdict that the lands were
not found to be holden in socage; for otherwise
might be intended to
be holden in knight-service, and so
shall be intended, and then the
devise
void for
third part. And so
was resolved 24 Eliz., Dyer,
that
ought to be shown that the land was holden in socage, otherwise
the devise was not good for the entire; but all the judges held
not
to be material, as this case
for the issue
was the free
whether
hold of William Brown, who
found to be the heir of the devisor; then
were admitted that the land was held by knight-service,
although
third part
yet he hath the entire: viz. two parts by the devise and
Wherefore the tenure
not material as this case is. And
by descent.
was adjudged for the defendant.
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v. BAYLIE, in Exchequer Chamber, Hilary, 20 Jae. 1.—A. D. 1623,
error from judgment of King’s Bench, Hilary, 15 Jac. 1.—Cro. Jae. 459,
Palmer 333, 5 Gray P. C. 495.
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EJECTMENT of a lease of Thomas Heath of lands.in Alchurch.
Upon not guilty pleaded, a special verdict was found upon the case;
which was, that William Heath, possessed of a lease for seventy-six years
of the land in question, let it to one Blunt from the day of his death
until the ﬁrst of May, 1629 (which was three months before the end
of the lease), if Dorothy his wife lived so long.
Afterwards he devised,
that William Heath his son and his assigns should have the said tene
ments, and the reversion of them, and all his title and interest in the
said tenements, for all the others of the said seventy-six years which
should be unexpired at the time of his wife’s death, “provided, that if
the said William die without issue living at the time of his death, that
Thomas his son (the now lessor) should have it for all the residue of
the seventy-six years unexpired from the death of his said wife, and of
William without issue; and if he died without issue, then to his
The wife as
'daughters;” and made his wife his executrix, and died.
sented to the legacies; William assigned all this lease and his interest
thereto to the said Dorothy, who assigned it to Mr. Comb, under whom
the defendant claims; afterwards Dorothy died, and then William died
without issue. Thomas the devisee enters, and makes this lease to the
plaintiff.
After divers arguments at the bar, it was adjudged for the defendant.
First, it was resolved, where a lessee for years let it after his death
until the ﬁrst of May, 1629, that it was a good lease, which began im
mediately by his death, he dying within that time.
Secondly, that the lease being made to begin after his death unto the
ﬁrst of May, 1629, the lease being made (12 August, 1553), if Dorothy
his wife should so long live, he did not thereby convey the interest and
remainder of the term, viz. from the ﬁrst of May, 1-629, to 12 August,
1629, and the possibility of a long term if Dorothy died before the ﬁrst
of May, 1629, which interest and possibility together he might devise to
William Heath his son.
The third and main question was, whether this devise being to Will
iam Heath and his assigns, with a proviso, that if he died without issue
and after
and he aliens
living, that Thomas Heath should have
wards dies without issue, whether this alienation shall bind Thomas
Heath, or that he may avoid it?
It was resolved, that this alienation shall bind; for when he limited
to him and his assigns, all the estate was vested in him, and he had an
absolute power to dispose thereof; for the law doth not expect his dying
devised to
lease
The difference therefore is, where
without issue.
he live so_l0ng, and afterwards to another, the ﬁrst hath but
one
qualiﬁed estate, and the other hath the absolute interest, and therefore
this alienation shall not prejudice him who hath the absolute estate;
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but when it is limited to him and his assigns, then the proviso thereto
added, is void to restrain the alienation: and the limitation to the heirs
of the body, and the proviso, are all one; for all long leases would be
more dangerous than perpetuities: and therefore this case differs from
the cases in 8 Co. 96,, and 10 Co. 46, Lampefs Case, that a devisee for life
could not bar him in remainder: and Lew7cn0r’s Case [easter term, 14
Jac. 1, 1 Roll. Rep. 356], the exchequer chamber, was cited. Where
fore it was adjudged for the defendant.
N ote.—Upon this judgment a writ of error was brought in the Ex
chequer Chamber; 'and the error assigned in point of law, that the re
mainder of this term limited to Thomas Heath after the death of Will
iam without issue then living, was good, and the alienation of William
shall not bind him in remainder.
It was argued by Bridgman, and afterward by Humphrey Davenport,
for the plaintiff in error, that it was a good limitation of the remainder
of the term to William and his assigns, with the proviso, that if he died
without issue then living, the then remainder should be to Thomas, &c.,
and that it is no more in effect than after his death; and therefore it
differs from Lewkn0r’s Case, adjudged in the Exchequer, where a de'-O
vise of a term to one, and the heirs of his body, and if he die without
issue, that it shall remain to another, was held to be a void remainder;
for he cannot limit a remainder upon a term after the death of another
without issue, but here it is but a remainder after the death of one
William dying without issue then living; so upon
without issue, viz.
the matter it depended upon is death, and therefore not like to the said
case; but'it is‘ agreeable to the reasons put in the cases of _8 Co. 94,
Matth. Manning’s Case, and 10 C0. 46.
But it was now argued on the other part by Thomas Crew and George
Cr-olce, that the judgment was well given in the King’s Bench; for here
the limitation being to William after the death of the devisor’s wife, of
all his estate and interest to him and his assigns, it is but_a remainder;
for the wife may outlive all the term, and then this devise of the re
mainder of the term is given to him in particular, and William hath
but a possibility; and then to limit it to Thomas after the death of
William then living, is to limit a possibility upon-a possibility, which is
against therules of law, as it is held in the Rector of Chedington’s Case,
1 Co. 156, and Lord Staﬁ’0rd’s Case, 8 Co. 73.
Secondly, that this limitation to Thomas after the death of William
without issue then living, is all one as if it had been limited upon his
death without issue: and the addition “then liming,” doth not alter the
that he should die without
case; for at the ﬁrst limitation, non
caastat
issue; and the law shall not expect his death without issue; and it is not
like to the case when it is limited after the death of one; for it is
certain that one must die, and it may be that he may die during the term,
and the law may well expect it; but that one should die without issue,
the law will never expect such a possibility, nor regard it: and it would
be very dangerous- to have a perpetuity of a term in that manner; for
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it would

be more mischievous
than the common cases of perpetuities
which the law hath ‘sought to suppress: and therefore it was said, that
this case was like to some of the cases which had been adjudged, that
the remainder of a term after the death of one person is good, and should
not be destroyed by the alienation of the ﬁrst devisee. Vide 8 Co. 94,
Manning’s Case. 10 Co., Lampet’s Case. Plowd. 520 and 540; Dyer

74, 277.

After

all the judges of the Common Pleas, viz.
arguments,
Wnvorr, HUTTON, and JONES, and all the Barons (except TAN
FIELD, Chief Baron) agreed with the ﬁrst judgment: for they said: that
the ﬁrst grant or devise of a term made to one for life, remainder to
another, hath been much controverted, whether such a remainder might
be good, and whether all may not be destroyed, by the alienation of the
ﬁrst party; and if it were not ﬁrst disputed, it would be hard to maintain;
but being so often adjudged, they would not now dispute it.—But for
the case in question, where there was a devise to one and his assigns, and
if he died without issue then living, that it would remain to another,
it is a void devise ; and it is all one as the devise of a term to one and his
heirs of his body, and if he die without issue, that then it shall remain
to another, it is merely void ; for such an entail of a term is not allowable
in law, for the mischief which otherwise would ensue, if there be such
a perpetuity of a term.
And although TANFIELD, Chief Baron, doubted
thereof, especially by reason of a judgment given before in the King’s
Bench in Rethorick V. Chappel, Hil. 9 Jac. 1; 2 Bulst. 28; Godol. 149,
where “William Cary possessed of a term for years devised it to his wife
for her life, and afterwards that John his son should have the occupa
tion thereof as long as he had issue; and if he died without issue un
married, that then Jasper his younger son should have the occupation
thereof as long as he had issue of his body; and if he died without issue
unmarried, he devised the moiety to Dorothy his daughter, the other
moiety to Robert and William his sons, and made his wife executrix,
John and Jasper died without
who assented to the legacies and died.
issue, unmarried; and afterward Robert and William entered upon the
defendant, claiming the moiety, and let to the plaintiff.
Upon a special
verdict, all this matter being discovered, it was adjudged for the plaint
iff, that he should recover the moiety, which is all one case with the
But the defendant’s counsel in the writ of error
case in question.
showed, that there was a difference betwixt the said cases: for, First, in
that there is a devise but of the occupation only; but here, of the term
itself. Secondly, it is a devise here of his estate and term to him and his
Thirdly, the
assigns, wherein is authority given that he may assign.
limitation is there, if he die without issue unmarried, which is upon tho
matter, that if he die within the term; for if he be not married he can
not have issue”—but in the case here, he might have issue; and yet if
that issue should die without issue in his life-time, it should remain ;
which the law will neither expect nor will suffer: yet the USTIOES AND
divers

HOBART,

J

.
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by the assent of TANFIELD, all agreed, that judgment should
aﬂirmed: and in Hilary Term, 20 ac. I., it was affirmed.

BARONS,
be

4

J

DUKE OF NORFOLK’S CASE, in

Chancery, High Court of Chancery, and
House of Lords,—repo1-ted in 3 Chancery Cases 1-54, and partially re
ported in 5 Gray's P. C. 498. Abridged from 3 Ch. Cas.

This case was argued by counsel in the court of chancery, Dec. 26,
1677, and at other times afterwards; the opinions of the judges and
the ﬁrst opinion of the Lord Chancellor were delivered March 24th,
1682; the opinion of the Lord Chancellor on re-hearing was delivered
and ﬁnal decree entered June 17th, 1682; which decree was reversed
in the High Court of Chancery by the Lord Keeper of the great seal
of England, on bill for review, May 15th, 1683; and. this last decree
was reversed and the decree of the Lord Chancellor aﬂirmed by the
House of Lords, after argument, on petition and appeal, June 19th,
1685.
This is a bill in chancery by Charles Howard against his brother Henry

Howard, Duke of Norfolk, and others, toestablish and have execution
of trusts created by two deeds executed by their father (Henry Fred
erick, Earl of Arundel and Surry), March 20th and 21st, 1647. Being
seised of the baronies of Grostock and Burgh in fee, and having sons as
follows—Thomas Lord Maltravers (non compos mantis), Henry (now
Duke of Norfolk and defendant herein); Charles (plaintiﬁ herein),
Edward, Francis, and Bernard, and having a daughter, Lady Katharine
—the father made the deeds above mentioned, to provide settlement for
his estates and family. By the ﬁrst of these deeds he bargained and
sold these baronies to the Duke of Richmond, Marquess of Dorcester, and
others, and their heirs, to the use of the father for life, then to the
use of his wife for her life, remainder to these trustees for 200 years,
for the trusts created by the other deed, remainder to the use of Henry
and the heirs male of his body, with like remainders in tail to Charles,
Edward, and the other brothers, successively.
The other deed was made
to declare the trusts of the term for 200 years; and that declares that
it was intended this term should attend the inheritance, and that the
proﬁts thereunder should be received by Henry and the heirs of his
body so long as Thomas or any issue male of his body should live, and if
he should die without issue, in the life of Henry and not leave his
wife pregnant with a son, or if after his death the dignity of Earl of
Arundel should descend on Henry; then Henry or his issue should have
no farther beneﬁt or proﬁt of the term of 200, but then the term shall
be in trust for Charles and the heirs male of his body, remainder to
Francis and the heirs male of his body, remainder to Bernard and the
heirs male of his body, remainder to Henry and the heirs male of his body,
remainder to the heirs of the father making the deed.
The father died in 1652; his wife died in 1673; the Marquess of
Dorcester,
surviving trustee, assigned his estate to Marriot, in 1675;
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later Marriot assigned it to Henry now Duke of Norfolk, and Henry
by bargain and sale enrolled sold to Marriot to make him tenant to a
praecipe, Oct. 24, 1675, and next day a deed was made declaring the
recovery to be to the use of Henry and his heirs, the recovery was suﬁered
accordingly; later Thomas died without issue and unmarried, in Nov.
1677 ; by whose death the earldom of Arundel as well as_the dukedom
of Norfolk descended to Henry; and thereupon this bill was ﬁled by
Charles to have execution of the trust in his favor.
The case was argued by several eminent counsel on each side, and
these arguments are reported at some length in 3 Ch. Cas. 1-13.
Loan
CHANCELLOR NOTTINGHAM was assisted at the hearing by Loan CHIEF
BARON MONTAGUE of the exchequer, Loan CHIEF USTICE Noarn of the
common pleas, and Loan CHIEF Jusrron PEMBERTON
of the king’s
bench.
The better parts of their several opinions delivered when they
met, March 24, 1681, the day appointed for judgment in the cause, are
given below.

J

*
*
*
The plaintifE’s bill is to have
MONTAGUE, C. B. [* 15]
execution of the trust of the term of the barony of —-—-—, to the
use of himself and the heirs male of his body.
This
conceive was op
1.
That
the
counsel
for
the
defendant
these
grounds:
posed by
upon
by the assignment made by Marriot to my Lord Duke Henry, the term
The second ground was the com
was surrendered and quite gone.
2.
mon recovery suffered, which they say barred the remainders which
the other brothers had, and so also would be a bar to the trust of this
term.
3.
And the other ground was, that the trust of a term to Henry
and the heirs male of his body, until, by the death of Thomas without
issue, the earldom should descend upon him, and then to Charles, is a
void limitation of the remainder.
As to the ﬁrst, that by the assignment of Marriot to Henry Howard,
and being so, surrendered, hath no
the whole term was surrendered,
ﬁnd was barely mentioned, and
think cannot
existence at all; that
For this, the term by surrender is gone indeed and
be stood upon.
merged in the inheritance ; yet the trust of that term remains inequity;
and if this trust be destroyed by him that had it assigned to him, this
court has full power to set it up again, and to decree the term to him
think that
Therefore,
to whom it did belong, or a recompense for it.
stands not at all as a point in the case, or as an objection in the way.
[On this point the chancellor and other judges agreed with Montague.]
As to the next thing, the common recovery now suﬁered by
[*16]
the now duke, that doth bar the remainders to the other brothers, and
conceive to be so in case this can
That
also the trust of this term?
be interpreted to be a term to attend the inheritance; and indeed in
the reciting part the deed doth seem to say that it was intended to
attend the inheritance. But by that part of the deed which followeth
after n0w this indenture witnessetli, there it is limited that the term
should be to Henry Howard and the heirs male of his body until such

I

I

I

I

I
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time as the honor of the Earl of Arundel, by his elder brother’s death
without issue, should come to him; then to the plaintiff, which doth
convey the estate of the term in a different channel from that in which
the inheritance is settled; and taking this deed all together, it doth
limit this term in such various estates, that it can no way be con
strued to be a term attending the inheritance; and then, I conceive,
the recovery doth not bar the trust.
For the recovery would bar the
incident to any estate, as this would do here, if it attended the inherit
ance; but being only a term in gross and a collateral thing, I conceive
the recovery has no operation to bar the trust in the term.
[On this
point the other judges agreed with Montague.]
Then the case singly depends upon the third point:
Whether the
trust of a term thus limited to Henry Howard and the heirs males of his
body unt_il his brother die without issue, whereby the honor came to him,
with such contingent remainders over, be a good limitation—this is the
*
*
*
I am of opinion that these limitations to the young
question.
er brothers upon this contingency are absolutely void in the ﬁrst crea
tion, and are gone without the surrender; and that upon this recovery
Henry Howard, now Duke of Norfolk, ought to have the trust of the
whole term.
The expositions of devises of terms, or the dispositions of
the trusts of terms, have proceeded by many steps to higher degrees
than was at ﬁrst thought of by the makers. It would be too long to give a
distinct history of it; but it is so plain that it is now a resolved and
decreed thing and settled, therefore, it were in vain to tell you the steps
taken towards it. That the devise of a term and the limitation of a trust
of a term to one and the heirs of his body is good, though Burgess’s
Case was only for life, the cases are very full in it. On the other side,
where there is a limitation of a term to one and the heirs of his body,
there a positive limitation of the estate over, after his death without is
sue, that I think also is as fully declared to be void.
[Here his honor
reviewed the cases of Jenkins v. K ennish, in the exchequer; Leventhorp
v. Ashby (11 Car. 1, in King’s Bench), 1 Rolls Abr. 611; Sanders v.
Cornish, Cro. Eliz. 230]
But now the doubt in this case that
[*18]
is made ariseth upon this point, that this limitation over to the brothers
think, is the
is upon a mere contingency, and whether that be good,
And truly, upon the reasons of Child and Bailie’s
main question.
cannot think
Case [ante p
good limitation.
[Here
his honor reviewed Child v. Bailie; Rhetorick v. Chappell, cited ante
Jay v. Jay, Stiles 258, 274; and
Gibson v. Sanders
p.
If you admit limitation of
Brown,
ante
v.
Pells
p.
after one,
end? For
term after an estate tail, where shall
may
after two, then as well after twenty. For
as well be after two; and
may be said he may die within twenty years without issue; and so
within 100 years; and there will be no end, and perpetuity will follow.
will be hard to frustrate the intention of
It was said that at the bar,
To that
answer, intentions of parties not according
the parties.
It was the intention in Child and Bailie’s
to law are not to be regarded.
a

is
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Case, that the younger son should have it; and so in Burgessis Case it was
the intention the daughter should have it. * * *
It has also
[*20]
been objected, but then here is a contingency that has actually happened,
upon Thomas’s death without issue and so the honor is come to I-Ienry.
*
*
say the happening of the contingency is no ground to judge. *
So then for that
think these expositions have gone as far already as
cannot extend it any further.
And therefore
they can; for my part
conceive in this case, the plaintiﬁ has no right to this term, but the
decree ought to be made for the defendants.

I

I

I

I

J

I

NORTH, C. ., * * *
conceive the rules of law to prevent per
petuities are the policy of the kingdom, and ought to take place in this
court as well as any other court.
So
take it then, that the trust of a
term is as much a chattel, and under consideration of this court, as
the term itself.
And, therefore, I cannot see why the trust of a term
upon a voluntary settlement should be carried further in a court of
equity than the devise of a term in the courts of [*21] common law.
* * * Now let us see, and a little consider what those rules are, and
*
* It is clear there can be
how they are applicable to this case. *
no \direct remainder of the trust of a term upon an estate-tail.
The
question then is, whether there can be any contingent remainder, for
this case depends upon that consideration ; that is, it is limited upon
a contingency, if such a thing should happen in the life of a man, and
so it is a springing trust and good that way.
take it in
My lord,
this case, where there can be no direct remainder there can be no con
Therefore, if a
tingent remainder, though it happen never so soon.
term be limited to one and his heirs of his body, and he die without
issue of his body within two years the remainder over, there can be no
remainder over, there can be no such remainder limited at all, and there
fore no contingent remainder; for this remainder is limited at the end
of an entail, and that is so remote a consideration, that as the law
so upon
will not suffer a direct remainder upon
contingency neither.
The
in
Child
and
rule.
Bzu'1ie’s
Case [ante
22]
term in tail
ﬁrm, that the expiring of the limitation of
p.
man will not make good
without the life of
limitation of the re
mainder over which
hold to be
good rule and the reason of
So that
think the whole
conceive, will reach to this case.
term
swallowed in the estate-tail upon this consideration; and there
can be no remainder of
no executory devise, nor any springing trust
to Charles upon this contingency.
And, my lord, upon that reason,
think this settlement fails, and
disappointed as to the younger brothers.
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do ﬁrst think that the Earl
that
Arundel
my Lord Maltravers should die
without issue male, whereby the honor of the family should come to
Charles should have this estate; and his
my lord duke that now
.
C.
23]
did certainly design,
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intentions are manifest by creating this term, which could be of no
other use but to carry over this estate to Charles a younger son, upon
the elder son’s dying without issue.
And I do think truly that this was
but a reasonable intention of the father. For there being to come with
the earldom a great estate that would well support it, it was but
that their fortunes might
reason, and the younger sons might expect
be somewhat advanced by their father in case
should so happen.
It
was
reasonable expectation in them; and truly
think
was the plain
intention of the earl.
And there
no great question but
might
have been made good and effectual by the limitation of two terms;
for
one term had been limited to determine upon the death of Thomas
without issue, and that to be for the now Duke of Norfolk, and another
term then to commence and go over to Charles, that would certainly
have been good and carried the estate to Charles upon that contingency.
But as this case now
do think that this way that
now taken
not
nor
for
limitation
take
this
to
Charles
to
way;
way
right
good
be void in law.
And as to that
know there
famous difference of
limiting terms that are in gross,~and terms that attend the inheritance.
will be granted (because
As to terms that are in gross,
think
hath
been settled so often) they are not capable of limitation to one after
This term here doth partake
the death of one without issue.
term in gross, and somewhat of
term attendant upon
somewhat of
limitation admitted such
an inheritance; and
there should be such
call
foreign limitation as this
foreign, because
*25]
not that which goes along with the inheritance)—if that be allowed,
know men’s
we know not what inventions may grow upon this. For
brains are fruitful in inventions, as we may see in Matthew Manning’s
It was not foreseen nor thought when that
Case [ante p.
judgment was given, what would be the consequence, when once there
term after the death of
was an allowance of the limitation of
person.
was discerned, there was the same reason for after twenty
Presently
was held and agreed, that so
men’s lives as after one; and so then
long as the limitation exceeded not lives in being at the creation of the
estate
should extend so far. That came to grow upon them then and
this be admitted, no man can foresee what an ill effect such an
now
ill allowance might have. There might such limitations come in as
This
certain,
would encumber estates, and mightily entangle lands.
add
check
estates
than
ever
limitation
would
to
an
allowed
such
greater
was made by limitations of inheritance; for when an estate of in
man and his heirs males of his body, with
heritance was limited to
term was limited accordingly to wait upon the
remainders over, and
inheritance in that case, he that had the ﬁrst estate-tail, had full power
this limit
he pleased.
But now
over the term, to alienate
ation in question were good, then Henry could not part with it; be
collateral
cause
to him and his heirs males of his body under
limitation of his brother’s dying without issue.
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*
* These indentures are both
NOTTONGHAM. *
delivered in the presence of Sir Orlando Bridgman, Mr.
Edward Alehorn, and Mr. John Alehorn, both of them by Lord Keeper
knew them to be so.
This attestation of these
Bridgman’s clerks;
deeds is a demonstration to me they were drawn by Sir Orlando Bridg
*
*
man. *

Loan CHANCELLOR

sealed and

I

The whole contention in the case is to ‘make the estate limited to
Charles void—void in the original creation; if not so, void by the common
If
recovery suffered by the now duke, and the assignment of Marriot.
the estate be originally void, which is limited to Charles, there is no
harm done. But if it only be avoided by the assignment of Marriot,
with the concurrence of the Duke of Norfolk, he having notice of the
trusts, then most certainly they must make it good to Charles in equity;
for a palpable breach of trust which they had notice.
So that
[*28]
the question is reduced to this main single point, whether all this care
that was taken to settle this estate and family, be void and insigniﬁcant;
and all this provision made for Charles and the younger children to
_

have

no effect.
.
am in a very great strait in this case.
am assisted by as good
advice as
know how to repose myself upon; and
have the fairest op
portunity, if concur with them, and so should mistake, to excuse myself,
that
did errare cum patribus. But
dare not at any time deliver
concur with myself and my con
any opinion in this place, without
* * Whether this limitation to Charles be void or no
science too. *
is the question.
Now, ﬁrst, these things are plain and clear; and by
taking notice of what is plain and clear, we shall come to see what is
doubtful:
1. That the term in question, though it were attendant upon
the inheritance at ﬁrst; yet upon the happening of the contingency,
it is become a term in gross to Charles. 2 That the trust of a term in
gross can be limited no otherwise in equity than the estate of a term in
am not setting up a rule of property
gross can be limited in law; for
in chancery other than that which is the rule of property at law. 3. It
is clear that the legal estate of a term for years, whether it be a long
or of short term, cannot be limited to any man in tail, with the re
mainder over to another after his death without issue; that is ﬂat and
a term be limited
plain, for that is a direct perpetuity.‘ * * * 5.
to a man for life, and after to his ﬁrst, second, third, &c., and other
sons in tail successively, and for default of such issue the remainder
over; though the contingency never happen, yet that remainder is void,
though there were never a son then born to him, for that looks like a
ac. 1,
perpetuity; and this was Sir William Backhurst his Case [16
* * 7.
*
1 Mod. 115]
a term be devised or the trust of a term
limited to one for life, with twenty remainders for life successively, and
all the persons in esse and alive at the time of the limitation of their
estates; these, though they look like a possibility upon a possibility,
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‘But

see such an executory

devise in Stanley v. Baker,

J

ante p. 232.
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are all good, because they produce no. inconvenience,
they wear out in
a little time with an easy interpretation; and so was Alf0rd’s Case.
will yet go further. 8. In the case cited by Mr. Holt, Cotton and
H eath’s- Case [Rolls Abr., tit. Devise, 612], a term is devised to one for
18 years, after to C his son fpr life, and then to the eldest issue male
of C for life ; though C had not any issue male at the time of the devise
or_ the death of the devisor, but before the death of C, it was resolved
by Mr. Justice Jones, Mr. Justice Croke, and Mr. Justice Berkley,
to whom it was referred by the Lord _Keeper Coventry, that it only
being a contingency upon a life that would be speedily worn out, it was
very good; for that there may be a possibility upon a possibility, and that
there may be a contingency upon a contingency is neither unnatural
nor absurd in itself. But the contrary rule given as a reason by my
Lord Popham in the Rector of Chedington’s Case [1 Coke 156], looks
like a reason of art; but in truth, has no kind of reason in it; and
have
known that rule often denied in Westminister-hall.
In truth every ex
ecutory devise is so, and you will ﬁnd that rule not allowed in Blanford
and Blanford (13 Jac. 1), 1 Rolls Abr. 318; where he says; if that
rule take place it will shake several common assurances;
and he
cites Paramour and
ardley’s Case in the Commentaries
[2 Plowd.
Com. 539], where it was adjudged a good devise, though it were a pos
*
*
*
*
*
*
a

I

I

Y

sibility

But

upon

possibility.

I

[*34]

now let us,
say, consider whether this limitation be good to
Charles or no. It has been said: 1. It is not good by any means;
for it is a possibility upon a possibility.
That is a weak reason, and
there is nothing of argument in it; for there never was yet any devise
of a term with remainder over, but did amount to a possibility upon a
possibility, and executory remainderswill make it so. 2. Another thing
It is void, because it doth not determine the whole estate,
was said:
and so they compare it to Sir Anthony Mildmay’s Case [ante p.
,
6 Coke 40], where it is laid down as a rule, that every limitation or con
dition ought to defeat the entire estate, and not to defeat part and
leave part not defeated; and it cannot make an estate to cease as to
But
do not think that any case
one person, and not as to the other}
or rule was ever worse applied than that to this; for if you do observe
this case, here is no proviso at all annexed to the legal estate of the
term, but to the equitable estate that is built upon the legal estate unto
the estate to Henry and the heirs males of his body, to attend the in
heritance, with a proviso if Thomas die without issue in I-Ienry’s life
and the earldom come to Henry, then to Charles; which doth determine
the estate to Henry and his issue. But the other estate given to Charles
doth arise upon this proviso; which makes it an absurdity to say, that
the same proviso upon which the estate ariseth should determine that
estate too.
aginst all
[*35] 3. The great matter objected

is

it

is,

I

;

‘As to the rule that a condition cannot operate to determine part only of
the estate, but must determine all or none, see further in Colthurst v. Bejush
in, ante p.
Case or Newes v. Lark, ante p.
Sco1astica’s
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the. rules of law, and tends to a perpetuity.
it tends to a perpetuity,
there needs no more to be said; for the law has so long labored against
perpetuities, that it is an undeniable reason against any settlement
if it oan be found to tend to a perpetuity, therefore let us examine
whether it do so; and let us see what a perpetuity is, and whether any
rule of law is broken in this case.
A perpetuity is the settlement of an estate or an interest in tail
with such remainders expectant upon it as are in no_ sort in the power of
the tenant in tail in possession to dock by any recovery or assignment,
but such remainders must continue as perpetual clogs upon the estate.
Such do ﬁght against god; for they pretend to such a stability in human
affairs as the nature of them admits not of; and they are against the
reason and the policy of the law, and therefore not to be endured.
But
on the other side, future interests, springing trusts, or trusts executory,
remainders that are to emurge and arise upon contingencies,
are quite
out of the rules and reasons of perpetuities, nay, out of the reason
upon which the policy of the law is founded in those cases, especially,
if they be not of remote or long consideration, but such as by a natural
and easy interpretation will speedily wear out, and so things come to
their right channel again.
Let _us examine this rule with respect to freehold estates, and see
whether there it will amount to the same issueThere is not in the
law a clearer rule than this, that there can be no remainders limited
after a fee simple; so is the express book, case, 29 Hen. 8, 33, in my
Lord Dyer [ante p.
But yet the nature of things, and the
]
necessity of commerce between man and man, have found a way to
pass by that rule, and: that is thus: either by way of use or by way of
devise.
Therefore, if a devise be to a. man and his heirs, and if he die
without issue in the life of B-, then to B and his heirs; this is a fee
simple upon. a fee-simple, and yet it has been held to be good. My lord
chief baron did seem to think that this resolution did take its original
from Pells and Br.own’s, Case [ante p.
but it did not so, the
law was settledl before. You may ﬁnd it expressly resolved 19 Eliz. in
a case between Hinde and Lyon, 3 Leonard [64] (which, of the books
that have lately come out, is one of the best); and it was there ad
judged to be so good a limitation that the heir who pleaded reins peer
And it had
descent [nothing by descent] was foroedl to pay the debt.
the concurrance of a judgment in 3.8 Eliz., grounded upon the reason
of Welloek and Hammond’s Case [ante p. 150] cited in Boraston’s
Case [ante p. 212] where it is said, Croke Eliz. 204, in a devise it
may well be that an. estate in fee shall cease in one and be transferred
to another.
All this was before Pells and Br0wn’s Case [ante p.
],
which was in 18 ac. [1]. It is true, it was made a. question afterwards
in the sergeants’ case.
[*36] But what then? We all know that is
no rule to judge by; for what is used to exercise the wits of the scr
It was also ad
geants is not a governing opinion to decide the law.
judged in Hil. 1649, when my Lord Rolls was chief justice, and again

];

J
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in 1650; and after that, indeed, in 1651, it was resolved otherwise in
Jay and Jay’s Case [Stiles 258]. But it has been often agreed that
where it is within the compass of one life, that the contingency is to
And I oppose it to that
happen, there is no danger of a perpetuity.
rule which was taken by one of the lords the judges, that where no re
mainders can be limited no contingent remainders can be limited, which
utterly deny; for there can be no remainder limited after a fee-simple ;
yet there may a contingent fee-simple arise out of the ﬁrst fee, as hath

I

been shown.
Thus it is agreed to be by all sides in the case of an inheritance. But
now, say they, a lease for years, which is a chattel, will not bear a con
tingent limitation in regard of the poverty and meanness of a chattel
estate. Now as to this point. The diﬁerence between a chattel and an
inheritance is a difference only in words, but not in substance, nor in
reason, or the nature of the thing; for an owner of a lease, has as
absolute power over his lease, as he that hath an inheritance has over that.
And therefore where a perpetuity is introduced, nor any inconvenience
doth appear, there no rule of law is broken.
The reasons that do support the springing trust of a term, as well
as the springing use of an inheritance, are these:
1.
Because it hath happened sometimes, and doth frequently, that
men have ‘no estates at all but what consist in leases for years.
Now it
were not only very severe, but (under favor) very absurd, to say that
he who has no other estate but what consists in leases for years shall
be incapable to provide for the contingencies
of his own family, though
these are directly within his view and immediate prospect.
And yet if
will put the case:
man that
that be the rule, so it must be; for
hath no oth'er estate but leases for years, chattels real, treats for the
marriage of his son, and thereupon it comes to this agreement: these
leases shall be settled as a jointure for the wife, and provision for the
am content, but how shall it be done?
children. Says he,
Why, thus:
You shall assign all these terms to John A. Stiles, in trust for yourself
and your executors if the marriage take no effect; but then, if it takes
effect, to your son while he lives, to his wife after while she lives, with
would have anyone tell me whether this were a void
remainders over.
limitation upon a marriage settlement, or if it be, what a strange ab
man shall settle
the marriage take no effect,
that
surdity is
the marriage happen.
and shall not settle
Suppose the estate had been limited to Henry Howard and the
heirs males of his body till the death of Thomas without issue, then
void limitation to Charles.
then the
had been
to Charles: there
Thomas die without issue in the life
addition of these words:
Henry, &c. have not mended the matter, then all that addition [*33]
unreasonable and absurd to think
of words goes for nothing, which
¢
should.
which
take to be unanswerable, and gather
Another thing there
from what fell from my Lord Chief Justice PEMBERTON; and when
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I

can answer that case, I shall be
that which I am doing. Suppose
and if Thomas die without issue
or 200 years limited to him and
termine, but then a new term of

able to answer myself very much for
the proviso had been thus penned:
male, living Henry, then the term
his issue shall utterly cease and de
200 years shall arise and be limited
to the same trustees, for the beneﬁt of Charles in tail.
This he thinks
might have been well enough, and attained the end and intention of the
family: because then this would not be a remainder in tail upon a tail,
but a new term created.
Pray let us so resolve causes here, that they
may stand with the reason of mankind, when they are debated abroad.
Shall that be reason here that is not reason in any part of the world
besides?
would fain know the difference, why
may not raise a new
springing trust out of the same term, as well as a new springing term
out of the same trust. That is such a chicanery of law as will be laughed
at all over the Christian world.
4. Another reason
That the meanness of the con
go on is this:
sideration of a term for years, and of a chattel interest, is not to be re
For whereas this will be no reason any where else; so
shall
garded.
show you, that this reason, as to the remainder of a chattel interest,
is a reason that has been exploded out of Westminister-hall.
There
was a time, indeed, that this reason did so far prevail, that all the judges,
in the time of my Lord Chancellor Rich, did, 6 Edward 6, deliver their
opinions, that if a term for years be devised to one, provided that if
S.; that remainder to
the devisee die living
S., then to go to
S. is absolutely void, because such a chattel interest of a term for
years is less than a term for life, and the law will endure no limitation
over [1 Dyer 74b, ante p. 231]. Now this being a reason against sense
and nature, the world was not long governed by it; but in 10 Eliz., in
Dyer [fol. 277], they began to hold that the remainder was good by de
vise; and so 15 Eliz. seems to [Dyer 328], and 19 Eliz. [Dyer 358]
it was by the judges held to be a good remainder; and that was the
ﬁrst time that an executory remainder of a term was held to be good.
When the chancery did begin to see that the judges of the law did
govern themselves by the reason of the thing, this court followed their
they allowed of bills by the re
opinion. The better to ﬁx them in
mainder man to compel the devisee of the particular estate to put
in security that he should enjoy
And for
according to the limitation.
so
the
as they thought
while
stood,
might well, be
great
practice
cause of the resolution of the judges, as we have shown; but after this
was seen to multiply chancery suits, then they began to resolve that
there was no need of that [*34] way, but the executory remainder man
and the devisee of the particular estate should have no
should enjoy
Men began to presume upon the judges then, and
power to bar it.
were good as to remainders after estates for lives,
would
thought
be good also as to remainders upon estates tail.
That the judges would
so ﬁxed
resolution, that no court of law or
not endure; and that
equity ever attempted to break in the world.
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Now then we come to this case, and if so be where it does not tend
to a perpetuity, a chattel interest will bear a remainder over, upon the
same reason it will bear a remainder over upon a contingency, where
that contingency doth wear out within the compass of a life; otherwise
it is only to say it shall not because it shall not, for there is no more
in the one than in the other. Come we then at last to
inconvenience
that which seems most to choke the plaintiff’s title to this term, and
that is the resolution in Child and Bailie’s Case [ante p.
]; for
it is upon that judgment it seems all conveyances must stand or be
* * * First, it must be
shaken, and our decrees made.
observed, that
the resolution there did go upon several reasons which are not to be
found in this case. * * * Secondly, at last, allowing this case to be
as full and direct an authority as is possible, and as they would wish
that rely upon it; then
say: 1, the resolution in Child and Bailie’s
Case is a resolution that never had any resolution like it before nor
since; 2, it is a resolution contradicted by some resolutions: and to
show that that resolution has been contradicted, there is ( 1) Cotton
* * * but (2), to come
and H eath’s Case [Roll. Abr. t. Devise 612.]
and to show you that
am _bound up
up more fully and closely to
the resolutions of this court, there was
fuller and ‘ﬂatter case, 21 Car.
in July 1669, between Wood and Saunders
Cases in Ch. 131]. The
trust of
limited and declared thus: to the father for
long lease
he lived so long, then to the mother for sixty years
sixty years
she lived so long, then to John and his executors
he survived his father
and mother, and
he died in their lifetime having issue, then to his
he diewithout issue living the father or mother, then the
issue, but
remainder to Edward in tail. [*36] John did die without issue in the
lifetime of the father and mother, and the question was, whether Ed
was re
ward should take this remainder after their death; and
solved by my Lord Keeper Bridgman, being assisted by Judge Twisden
and Judge Rainford, that the remainder to Edward was good; for
he had survived; yet the con
the whole term had vested in John
tingency never happening, and so wearing out in the compass of two
lives in being, the remainder over to Edward might well be limited
Thus we see, that the same opinion which Sir Orlando
upon it.
practicer and drew these conveyances
Bridgman held when he was
upon which the question now ariseth, remained with him when he was
think
And, by the way,
the judge in this court, and kept the seals.
due to the memory of so great
man, whenever we speak of him,
to mention him with great reverence and veneration for his learning and
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integrity.
not at Child and
They will perhaps say: Where will you stop
Where? Why everywhere where there
Ba-ilie’s Case?
any inconven
limita
ience, any danger of
perpetuity. And wherever you stop at
term
fee upon
tion of
fee, there we will stop in the limitation of
man and his heirs, and
devise to
of years. No man ever yet said
he die without issue living B, then
naughty remainder that
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is Pells and Br0wn’s Case. Now the ultimum quod sit, or the utmost
limitation of a fee upon a fee, is not yet plainly determined; but it will
be soon found out if men shall set their wits on work to contrive by
to do that which the law has so long labored against.
contingencies,
* *

it

_

I

I I

I

I

a

Therefore my present thoughts are that the trust of this term was
well limited to Charles, who ought to have the trust of the whole
term decreed to him, and an account of the mean proﬁts for the time
past, and
recompense made to him from the duke and Marriot for
do not pay so little reverence to the company
the time to come. But
am in, as to Tu11 down their solemn arguments and opinions upon
do suspend the enrollment of
my present sentiments; and therefore
_
in
this
case
as
But
will
decree
yet.
_give myself some time to
any
take any ﬁnal resolution, seeing the lords, the judges,
consider before
do differ from me in their opinions.
[On the day appointed by the chancellor for ﬁnal judgment May
13th, 1682, counsel for the Duke of Norfolk begged permission to be
heard further, and by grace of the chancellor, the case was continued
from time to time till June 17th, 1682, at which time
was argued at
some length, and then the following opinion and decree given by the
lord chancellor.]
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am not sorry for the liberty
LORD CHANCELLOR NOTTINGHAM.
that was taken at the bar to argue this over again, because
desired
am not in love with my own opinion.
should beso for in truth
It will be good for the satisfaction of the public in this case, to take
notice how far the court
agreed in this case, and then see where
they differ, and upon what grounds they diﬁer, and whether anything
The
that hath been said be
ground for the changing this opinion.
That in this case
all one, the
court
agreed thus far:
[*48]
limitation of the trust of
term, or the limitation of the estate of
The court
like
term, all depends upon one and the same reason.
should have said ﬁrst, to dispatch
out of the
wise agreed (which
case, that
may not trouble the case at all) that the surrender of
Marriot to the Duke of Norfolk, and the common recovery suﬁered by
For
this limitation to
the duke, are of no use at all in this case.
this surrender and the recovery
breach of
Charles be good, then
trust, and ought to be set aside in equity; so all the judges that as
If the limitation be not good,
sisted at the hearing of this cause agreed.
surrender to bar
nor of the common
then there was no need at all of
recovery to extinguish it. But then we come to consider the limitation,
and there
[is] agreed all along in point of law, that the measures
term and the measures of the
of the limitations of the trust or
term, are all one and uniform, here
limitations of the estate of
no difference

at chancery

and at common

is

is

What
law, between the rules of the one and the rules of the other.
in
And
in
this
case
in
the
other.
therefore
the
one
case
good
good
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court is agreed too, that the limitations made in this settlement to
Edward, &c., are all void; for they tend directly and plainly to per
petuities, for they are limitations of remainders of a term in gross after
an estate-tail in a term, which commenceth to be a term in gross when
the contingency for Charles happens.
_
Thus far there is no difference of opinion; but whether the limita
tion to Charles if Thomas die without issue living Henry, whereby
the honor of the earldom of Arundel descends upon Henry—I say,
whether that be void too is the great question of this case, wherein we
differ in our opinions.
It is said that is void too. And yet (sever it from the authority of
Child and Bailie’s Case, which I will speak to by and by) I would be
glad to see some tolerable reason given why it should be so; for
agree
it is a question in law upon a trust, as. it would be elsewhere upon an
estate; and so the questions here are both questions of law and equity.
It was well said, and well allowed by all the judges, when they did allow
the remainders of terms after estates-tail in these terms to be void.
shall not devise a term to a man in tail with remainders over.
The
judges have admirably well resolved in it; and the law is settled; and
Matthew Manning’s Case [ante p.
] did not stretch so far, because
this‘ would tend to a perpetuity.
should
Now, on the other side,
fain know, when there is a case before the court, where the limitation
doth not tend to a perpetuity, nor introduceth any visible inconvenience,
what should hinder that from being good. For though if there be a
that shall be void
tendency to a perpetuity, or a visible inconvenience,
for that reason; yet the bare limitation of the remainder after an estate
Be
tail which doth not tend to a perpetuity, that is not void.
Why?
cause it is not? I dare not say so.
See then the reasons why it is so.
The reasons that
lie under the load of, and cannot shake
[*49]
The law doth in many cases allow of a future con
off, are these:
tingent estate to be limited, where it will not allow a present remainder
to be limited; and that rule, well understood, goeth through the whole
How do you make that out? Thus: If a man have an estate
case.
limited to him his heirs and assigns for ever (which is a fee-simple),
but if he die without issue, living
. S., or in such a short time, then
to J. D., though it be impossible to limit a remainder of a fee upon a
fee, yet it is not impossible to limit a contingent fee upon a fee. And
they that speak against this rule, do endeavor as much as they can to
set aside the resolutions of Pells and Br0wn’s Case [ante p.
],
which (under favor) was not the ﬁrst case that was resolved; for, as
said before, when I ﬁrst delivered my opinion, it was resolved to be
a good limitation, 19 Eliz., in the case of Hinde and Lyon, 3 Leonard
64; which, by the way, is the best book of reports of the later ones
If that be so, then where a
that hath come out without authority.
present remainder will not be allowed a contingent one will. If a lease
for years come to be limited in tail, the law allows not a present re
mainder to be limited thereupon, yet it will allow a future estate arising
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But
upon a contingency only, and that to wear out in a short time.
what time, and where are the bounds of that contingency? You may
limit, it seems, upon a contingency to happen in a life. What if it
be limited, if such a one die without issue within 21 years, or 100 years,
or while Westminster-hall stands? Where will you stop if you do not
will stop. I will stop wherever any
stop here? I will tell you where
visible inconvenience doth appear; for the just bounds of a fee-simple
upon a fee-simple are not yet determined; but the ﬁrst inconvenience
that ariseth upon it will regulate that.
First of all then,
would fain have anyone answer me, where there
is no inconvenience
in this settlement, no tendency to a perpetuity in
this limitation, and no rule of law broken by the conveyance, what
should make this void? And no man can say that it doth break any
rule of law, imless there be a tendency to a perpetuity, or a palpable
inconvenience.
Oh, yes, terms are mere chattels, and are not in con
sideration of law so great as freeholds or inheritances. These are words,
and but words; there is not any real difference at all, but the reason
of mankind will laugh at it. Shall not a man have as much power over
his lease as he has over his inheritance?
If he have not, he shall be
disabled to provide for the contingencies
of his own family that are
within his view and prospect, because it is but a lease for years and
not an inheritance or a freehold. There is that absurdity in it which
is to me insuperable; nor is the case that was put, answered in any
*
*
*
*
* *
degree.
[*50]
But I expect to hear it said from the bar, and it has been said often:
The case of Child and Bailie is a great authority. So it is. But this
have to say to it: First, the point resolved in Child and Bailie’s Case
Pclls
was never so resolved before, nor ever was such a resolution since.
and Brown’s Case was otherwise resolved, and has often been adjudged
will not take much pains to distinguish
In the next place,
so since.
Child and Bailie’s Case from this, though the word assigns and the
grant of the remainder by the mother who was executrix, are things
which Rolls lays hold on as reasons for the judgment. But I know not
why I may not, with reverence to the authority of that case and the
take the same liberty as the judges
learning of those that adjudged
case that stands single
in Westminster-hall sometimes do, to deny
And
am of opinion the resolution in that case
and alone of itself.
came to be resolved upon very strange cir
not law, though there
term
resolution; for the remainder of
cumstances to support such
called in question when but 15 years of
remained, and
of 76 years
do not
after possession had shifted hands several times, and therefore
But
wonder that the consideration of equity swayed that case.
put
nothing in Child and Bailie’s
upon this point, pray consider, there
Case that doth tend to
perpetuity, nor anything in the settlement of
not any rule
the estate there, that could be called an inconvenience,
resolution
the
but
law
broken
of
absolutely
conveyance;
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quia volumus; for it disagrees with all the other cases before and since,
all which have been otherwise resolved.
[*51] But it is a resolution.
And it is expressly contrary to
say, merely because it is a resolution.
Wood and Sanders’s Case [1 Ch. Cas. 131], which no art or, reason
can distinguish from our case or that. For here is that case which was
Wood and
clipped and minced at the bar, but. never answered.
Sander’s Case is this: to the husband for 60 years if he lived so long,
to the wife for 60 years if she lived so long, then if John be living at
the time of the death of the father and mother, then to John, but if he
die without issue living father or mother,‘then to Edward.
Suppose
these words living father or mother had been out of the case, and it
had been to John, and if he die without issue, then to Edward. will
any man doubt but then the remainder over had been void, because it
is a limitation after an express entail?
How came ~it then to be ad
judged good? Because it was a remainder upon a contingency that
was to happen during two lives, which was but a short contingency,
and the law might very well expect the happening of it. Now that is
this case, nay ours is much stronger; for here it is only during one life,
The case of Cotton and Heath [Rolls Abr. t. Devise
there were two.
in
comes
A term is devised to A for 18 years,
Rolls
up to this:
612]
the remainder to B for life, the remainder to the ﬁrst issue male of B;
which is a contingent estate after a contingency, and yet it was ad
judged good, because the happening of the contingency was to be ex
Now that case was adjudged by my Lord
pected in so short a time.
Keeper Coventry, Mr. Justice Jones, Mr. Justice Croke, and Mr.
Justice Berkley, as Wood and Sanders’s Case was by my Lord Keeper
So that
Bridgman, Mr. Justice Twisden, and Mr. Justice Reinford.
however I may seem to be single in my opinion, having the misfortune
to differ from the three learned judges who assisted me, yet I take my
self to be supported by seven opinions in these two cases I have cited.
If then this be so, that here is a conveyance made which breaks no
rules of law, introduces no visible inconvenience, savoirs not of a per
petuity, tends to no ill example, why this should be void, only because
it is a lease for years, there is no sense in that.
Now if Charles Howard’s estate be good in law it is ten times better
in equity.
For it is worth the considering, that this limitation upon
this contingency happening (as it hath, God be thanked), was the con
whereof required con
siderate desire of the family, the circumstances
made with the best
sideration, and this settlement was the result of
as prudent
advice they could procure, and
provision as could be
For the son now to tell his father that the provision that he
made.
hard in any case at law;
had made for his younger brother
void,
ever to
but
much harder in chancery; for there no conveyance
reasonable construction, and
be set aside where
can be supported
take
then
here must be an unreasonable one to overthrow it.
[*52]
could alter my opinion,
to_ be good both in law and equity; and
am as other men are, and
would not be ashamed to retract it; for
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I

have my partialities as other men have.
When all this is done,
am
at the bar desired to consider further of this case.
would do so it
could justify it; but expedition is as much the right of the subject
as justice
and
am bound
Magna Charta, nulli negari, nulli
have
taken
as
much
could to
justitiam.
pains and time as
diﬁerre
be informed.
cannot help
wiser men than be of another opinion;
but every man must be saved by his own faith, and,
must discharge
must decree for the plaintiff in this case,
my own conscience.
and my decree
this:
That the plaintiff shall enjoy this barony for
the residue of the term of 200 years; the defendant shall make him
conveyance accordingly, because he extinguished the trust in the other
and the term, contrary to both law and reason,
the merger and
surrender and common recovery;_a.nd that the defendants do account
with the plaintiff for the proﬁts of the premises by them or any of them
received since the death of the said Duke Thomas, and which they or
any of them might have received without wilful default; and that
be referred toOSir Lacon William Child, Knight, one of the masters of
this court, to take the said account.
[This decree was reversed in the high court of chancery May 15, 1683
Lord Keeper North, on bill for review ﬁled by defendants herein;
and that decree of the high court of chancery was reversed and the
above decree of Lord Chancellor NOTTINGHAM aﬁirmed by the House of
Charles Howard.]
Lords, June 19th, 1685, on appeal
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v. GORE, in Chancery, referred to the judges of the King’s Bench, in
Strange 958, 10 Mod. 501,
Kel. 254,
1722 and 1733—2 P. Wms. 28,
Gray’s P. C. 166. Abridged from P. Wms.
Barnard K. B. 209, 229, 355,

2

5

2

2

GORE

and Strange.

case came on before Lord Chancellor Maeclesﬁeld,
who referred
William Gore,
to the judges of the king’s bench for their opinion.
being seised in fee, devised to trustees and their heirs to the use of the
trustees for 500 years, to raise younger childrens’ fortunes and pay
debts, and after the determination of that estate, then to the ﬁrst and
every other son of Thomas Gore (devisor’s eldest son), in tail male, re
mainder to Edward Gore (devisor’s second son) in tail male, remainders
over. At the death of the devisor, Thomas was
bachelor, but afterwards
married and had
whether
son; and upon this two questions arose:
in whom the freehold vested at
this son of Thomas could take; and,
the death of the devisor.
The judges certiﬁed their opinion as follows: “We have heard counsel
on both sides on the question above speciﬁed, and having considered
the same, are of opinion, that the devise of the manors above mentioned
void, because he cannot take by way
to the ﬁrst son of Thomas Gore
no freehold to support it; nor can he take
of remainder, for that there
is‘not to take place within that
way of executory devise, because
the
law
allows:
and we are also of opinion, that
of
time
which
compass
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the freehold of the same manors, on the death of the devisor, were vested
OHN PRATT [C.
LITTLETON PowLs, R.
the second son.
EYER, . FoRTEsoUE ALAND
1722.
Loan MACCLESFIELD expressed some dissatisfaction with the opinion of
the judges, saying that though the law might be so, yet the term of 500
trust term, and so to be considered in equity as
years being but
security only for money, was not to be so regarded, at least in equity.
After which the son of Thomas came
as to make the devise over void.
to agreement with his uncle Edward, which was conﬁrmed by the

in Edward,

J

.],

is

a

it

;

a

court.
second son, and died, and this second son
Afterwards Thomas had
brought the matter up again in the chancery and Loan KING, now being
second time to the court of king’s bench, and
Lord Chancellor, sent
the justices this time certiﬁed against the opinion of their predecessors,
as follows:
“Upon hearing counsel on both sides, and consideration of
this case, we are of opinion, that the devise of the manors of Barrow
and Southley to the ﬁrst son of Thomas Gore
good by way of ex
ecutory devise, and that the freehold of the said Manors, on the death
F. PAGE,
of the devisor, vested in his heir at law. IIARDWICKE [C.
E. PROBYN, W. LEE [JJ.], Jan. 26, 1733.
This being certiﬁed, the cause was set down before LoaD TALBOT, after
Trinity term, 1734, who declared his agreement in opinion with the
last certiﬁcate, and made his decree accordingly._ Loan RAYMOND was
also of the same opinion.

N. R. 357,

WOODFORD, in the House of Lords, 1805.—1 B05. & Pul.
Grays P. C. 530.
Ves. 212, Cruise Dig. tit. De/vise 524,

v.

an appeal to the House of Lords by the complainants in
reversal of the decree (reported in
chancery, and seeking
Ves. Jr. 227) of the chancellor dismissing the bill. Decree affirmed.
The complainants are the sons, widow, daughters, and husbands of the
daughters of Peter Thellusson and the defendants are the trustees under
his will; and the bill seeks
construction of the will and an adjudica
tion that the trusts are in violation of the rule against perpetuities, and
The testator being seised of vast estates, real and per
therefore void.
sonal, and having three sons (Peter, George, and Charles)
wife, and
made his will, dated April
1796; by which he
several daughters,
gave to each of his children, besides small annuities, sufficient to make
the portion for each son £23,000, and each daughter £12,000, previous
advances being reckoned as part of such portions; gave £22,000 of bank
stock and £600 per annum long annuities, to his children, subject to
life interest to his wife; and gave all the residue of his estate real and
personal to the defendants herein, the survivors and survivor of them
and the heirs of the survivor, in trust to permit his wife to use and
and grounds and the furniture, horses,
occupy the capital mansion
books, &c., thereon during widowhood; he then directed that on the death
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or marriage of the widow the trustees should sell such premises and
property and that the proceeds should be considered a portion of the
The residue of his personal estate he
residue of his personal estate.
gave to the same trustees in trust to invest the same in freehold estates
in fee in England, and that the rents and proﬁts of the other lands
owned by him and the lands so directed to be purchased should be
regularly collected by such trustees and accumulated and invested until
the death of the last of the children and grandchildren of the testator
in being at his death or born in due time afterwards; and he directed
his trustees, on the death of such survivor, to divide the residue of
the estate real and personal and the accumulations into three lots of
equal value, and give the ﬁrst choice of the three to the then eldest
surviving male issue of the testator’s son Peter, in tail, with divers
remainders over; the second choice in like manner to the eldest male
descendant of testator’s son George then surviving, in tail, with like
remainders over; the remaining lot to the eldest male descendant of
testator’s son Charles then surviving, in tail, with remainders over ; with
remainders over as to all the lots to the king or queen of England on
failure of issue of such sons.
The property subject to the trust consisted of land in England of the
annual value of £4,500, and of land in the West Indies and personal
property estimated at above £600,000 value.
The trustees ﬁled a cross-bill praying that the trusts be established
and carried into execution.
Both the original and cross-bills coming
on before Lord Loughborough, assisted by Richard P. Arden (master
of the rolls), Buller and Lawrence,
at Lincoln’s Inn Hall, Dec.
On Feb.
5th, 1798, were heard on that and several subsequent days.
19th, 1802, the chancellor pronounced his decree dismissing the original
bill and establishing the .trusts as prayed in the cross-bill on appeal
to the House of Lords, the case was argued at the bar of the house
on several days by Mansﬁeld and Romilly for the appellants, and by
Att. Gen. Percival, Sol. Gen. Sutton, and Pigott, Richards, Alexander,
After the argument the following ques
and Cox, for the respondents.
the
were
submitted
to
tions
judges on motion of Lord Chancellor Elden:
1. A testator by his will, being seised in fee of the real estate therein
mentioned, made the following devise :—I give and devise all my manors,
at Brodsworth in the county
messuages, tenements, and hereditaments,
of York, after the death of my sons, Peter Isaac Thellusson, George
Woodford Thellusson, and Charles Thellusson, and of my grandson
John Thellusson, son of my son Peter Isaac Thellusson, and of such other
sons as my son Peter Isaac Thellusson may have, and of such sons
as my said sons George Woodford Thellusson and Charles Thellusson
may have, and of such issue as such sons may have, as shall be living
or born in due time afterwards,
at the time of my decease,
and after the deaths of the survivors and survivor of the several
persons aforesaid, to such person as, at the time of the death of the
survivor of the said several persons, shall then be the eldest male lineal
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descendant of my son Peter Isaac Thellusson and his heirs forever.—At
the time of the testator’s death, there were seven persons actually born
answering the description mentioned in the testator’s will, and there
were two in eentre sa mere answering the description, if children in
ventre sa mere do answer that description; all the said several persons,
so described in the testator’s will, being dead, and, at the death of the
survivor of such several persons, there being living one male lineal
descendant of the testator’s son Peter Isaac Thellusson, and one only;
Is such person entitled by law, under the legal effect of the devise
above stated, and the legal construction of the several words in which
the same is expressed, to the said manors, messuages, tenements, and
hereditaments
at Brodsworth?
_
2.
at the death of the survivor of such several persons as afore
said, such only male lineal descendant was not actually born, but was
in ventre sa mere. Would such lineal descendant when actually born be

If

so

entitled?
The unanimous opinion of the judges was pronounced

as

follows by
is,

LoRD MACDONALD, C. B. [*385] The ﬁrst objection to the will
that
has exceeded that portion of time within which the contin
gency must happen, upon which an executory devise
permitted to be
limited by the rules of law, for three reasons. First, because so great
number of lives cannot be taken as in the present instance to protract the
time during which the vesting
suspended, and consequently the power
of alienation suspended. Secondly, that the testator has added to the lives
of persons who should be born at the time of his death the lives of persons
who might not be born.
Thirdly, that, after enumerating different classes
of lives during the continuance of which the vesting
suspended, the
testator has concluded with these restrictive words, “as shall be living
at my decease, or born in due time afterwards,” and that as these words
appertain only to the last class in the enumeration, the words which are
used in the preceding classes being unrestricted, they will extend to
grandchildren and great-grand children, and their issue, and so make
this executory devise void in its creation, as being too remote.
With respect to the ﬁrst ground, viz. the number of lives taken. which
in the present instance
nine,
apprehend that no case or dictum has
testator
forbidden to pass.
drawn any line as to this point, which
On the contrary, in the cases in which this subject has been considered
great length of time expressed them
by the ablest judges, they have for
selves as to the number of lives, not merely without any qualiﬁcation or
circumscription, but have treated the number of co-existing lives as
matter of no moment; the ground of that opinion being, that no public
can arise from
inconvenience
suspension of the vesting, and thereby
placing land out of circulation during any one life, and that in fact the
but the life
life of the survivor of many persons named or described
of some one. This was held without dissent by Twisden,
., in Love v.
is
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Wyndham, 1 Mod. 50, twenty years before the determination [*386]
of the Duke of N 0rfolk’s case, who says that the devise of a farm may
be for twenty lives, one after another, if all be in existence at once.
By this expression, he must be understood to mean any number of lives,
the extinction of which could be proved without difficulty.
When this
subject of executory trusts came to be examined by the great powers of
Lord Nottingham as to the time within which the contingency must
happen, he thus expresses himself: “If a term bedevised, or the trust
of a term limited, to one for life with twenty remainders for life, suc
cessively, and all the persons are in existence and alive at the time of
the limitation of their estates, these, though they look like a possibility
upon a possibility, are all good, because they produce no inconvenience;
With an easy interpretation, we ﬁnd
they wear out in a little time.”
from Lord Nottingham what that tendency to a perpetuity is, which
the policy of the law has considered as a public inconvenience, namely,
wherean executory devise would have the eﬁect of making lands unalien
able beyond the time which is allowed in legal limitations, that
beyond
the time at which one in remainder would attain his age of twenty-one,
he were not born when the limitations were executed.
When he de
clares that he will stop where he ﬁnds an inconvenience, he cannot con
sistently with sound construction of the context, be understood to mean,
where Judges arbitrarily imagine they perceive an inconvenience,
for
he has himself stated where inconvenience
begins, namely, by an at
tempt to supersede the vesting longer than can be done by legal limita
tions.
understand him to mean, that wherever courts perceive that
such would be the effect, whatever may be the mode attempted, that
effect must be prevented; and he gives the same but no greater latitude
to executory devises and executory trusts as to estates tail.
This has
In Scatterwood V. Edge,
Salk 299, [ante
been ever since adopted.
the court held, that an [*387] executory estate, to arise within
p.
reasonable time
the compass of
good as twenty or thirty years so
life or lives, for let the lives be never so many, there
the compass of
but the length of that life. In Hum
must be
survivor, and so
P. Wms. 332 [ante p.
berston v. Humberston,
where an at
vast number of estates for life in succession,
tempt was made to create
as well to persons unborn as to persons in existence, Lord Cowper re
strained that devise within the limits assigned to common law convey
ances, by giving estates for life to all those who were living (at the
death of the testator,) and estates to those who were unborn considering
vast many in number) as amounting in the
all the co-existing lives
end to no more than one life. His Lordship was in the situation alluded
visible inconvenience appeared.
The
to by Lord Nottingham, where
bounds prescribed to limitations in common law conveyances were ex
ceeded, the excess was cut off, and the devise conﬁrmed within those
Lord Hardwicke repeats the same doctrine in Sheﬁield v.
limits.
Atk. 282, using the words life or lives without any
Lord Orr-erg,
restriction as to number.
Many other cases might be cited to the
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like effect, but
shall only add what is laid down in two very modern
In Gwrnall v. Wood, Willes, 211 Lord Chief Justice Willes
speaks of a life or lives without any qualiﬁcation; and Lord Thur
low, in Robinson v. Hardcastle, 2 Brown Ch. Cas. 30, says that
a man may appoint 100 or 1000 trustees, and that the survivor of
them shall appoint a life estate.
It appears then, that the coexisting
lives, at the expiration of which the contingency
must happen, are
not conﬁned to any deﬁnite number.
But it is asked shall lands be
rendered unalienable during the lives of all the individuals, who com
pose very large societies or bodies of men, or where other very ex
tensive descriptions are made use of? It may be answered that when such
cases
to their respective circumstances,
occur, they will, according
[*388] be put to the usual test, whether they will or will not tend to
a perpetuity,
by rendering it almost, if not quite, impracticable to as
certain the extinction of the lives described, and will be supported or
cases.

avoided

accordingly.
contended, that in these and other cases the persons, during
whose lives the suspension was to continue, were persons immediately con
nected with or immediately leading to, the person in whom the property
was ﬁrst to vest when the suspension should be at an end.
am unable to
ﬁnd any authority for considering this as a sine qua. non in the creation
of a good executory trust. It is true that this will almost always be the
case and mode of disposing
of property, introduced and encouraged
up to a certain extent, for the convenience of families, which in al
most all instances look at the existing members of the family of the
testator and its connections.
But when the true reason for circum
scribing the period, during which alienation may be suspended, is
adverted to, there seems to be no ground or principle that renders
such an ingredient necessary.
The principle is, the avoiding of a
public evil by placing property for too great a length of time out
of commerce.
The length of time will not be greater or less, whether
or have
the lives taken have any interest,
vested or contingent,
not; nor, whether the lives are those of persons immediately connected
with or immediately leading to that person in whom the property is
ﬁrst to vest, terms to which it is diﬂicult to annex any precise meaning.
The policy of the law can no way be affected by those circumstances,
which_I apprehend looks merely to duration of time. This could not
in Robinson v. Hardcastle, nor
be the opinion of Lord Thurlow
is any such opinion to be found in any case or book upon this subject.
The result of all the cases upon this point is thus summed up by
Lord Chief Justice Willes (Willes 215) with his usual accuracy and
perspieuity: “Executory devises have not been considered as mere pos
sibilities, but as certain interests and estates, and have been resembled
to contingent remainders
[*389] in all other respects; only they have
As at ﬁrst
been put under some restraints to prevent perpetuities.
it was held that the contingency must happen within the compass of
a life, or lives in being, or a reasonable number of years; at length it
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was extended a little further, namely, to a child in ventre sa mere
must
at the time of the father’s death; because, as that contingency
necessarily happen within less than nine months after the death of
a person in being, that construction would introduce no inconvenience,
and the rule has in many instances been extended to 21 years after
the death of a person in being, as in that case likewise there is no
danger of a perpetuity.”
Comparing what the testator has done in the
present case with what is above cited, it will appear that he has not
postponed the vesting even so long as he might have done.
The second objection which has been made in this case is, that the
testator has added to the lives of persons in being at the time of his
those of persons not then born.
It becomes, therefore, nec
decease,
essary to discover in what sense the testator meant to use the words
“born in due time afterwards.” Such words, in the case of a man’s
own children, mean the time of gestation; what is to be intended by
It
these words in this will must be collected from the will itself.
may be collected from the will itself, that by those words the testator
meant to describe the period of time within which issue might be
born during whose lives the trust might legally continue, or, in other
words, whom the law would consider as born at the time of his de
Now these could only be such children of the several persons
cease.
named as their respective mothers were ensient with at the time of
his death; or, he may have meant to use the words, “due” as denoting
that period of time which would be the necessary period for effecting
This is probable from his using the same word, as ap
his purpose.
to
the
time
during which the presentation to the advowson of
plied

That a
marr might be suspended [*390] without incurring a lapse.
child in ventre sa mere was considered as in existence, so as to be capable
of taking by executory devise, was maintained by Powell, ., in the case
of Loddington v. Kime, 1 Ld. Raym. 207 [ante 190], upon this ground,
that the space of time between the death of the father and birth of the
could ensue. So
posthumous son was so short that no inconvenience
in N01'thy V. Strange, 1 P. Wms. 340, Sir . Trevor held, that by a
devise to children and grandchildren an unborn grandchild should
in Bnrdett V. Hopegood,
take.
Two years after Lord Macclesﬁeld
1 P. Wms. 486. held that where a devise was to a cousin, if the testator
should leave no son at the time of his death, a posthumous son should
In Wallis V. Hodgson, 2
take as being left at the testator’s death.
Atk. 117, Lord Hardwicke held that a posthumous child was entitled
under the statute of distributions and his reason deserves notice.
that the plaintiff
“The principal reason (says he_) that
go upon
was in ventre sa mere at the time of her brother’s death, and conse
person in rernm natura; so that by the rules of the common
quently
child as much
and civil law she was, to all intents and purposes,
Such
child, in charging for
born in the father’s lifetime.”
as
the portions of other children living at the death of the father,
P. Wms. 244, and so in a.
included as then living, Beal V. Baal,
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In .Bassett v. Bassett, 3 Atk. 203. Lord
variety of other reports.
Hardwicke decreed rents and proﬁts which had accrued at a rent-day
preceding his birth to a posthumous child, and since the stat. of 10
& 11 W. 3, c. 16, such children seem to be considered in all cases
of devise, and marriage or other settlement, to be living at the death
of their father, although not born till after his decease.
It is other
wise considered in the case of descent.
In Roe V. Quarterly, 1
Term 630, the devise was to Hester Read for life (daughter of Walter
Read) and to the heirs of her body; and for default of such issue,
to such child as the wife of Walter Read is now [*391] ensient with,
and the heirs of the body of such child, then to the right heirs of
Walter Read and Mary his wife.
It was contended that the last
limitation was too remote, as coming after a devise to one not in be
ing, and his issue. But the court said, that since the stat. of King
William, which puts posthumous children on the same footing with
children born in the life-time of their ancestor, this objection seemed
to be removed,
whatever
was the case
before.
In Gulliver V.
Wickett, 1 Wils. 105, the devise was to the wife for life, then to the
child, with which she was supposed to be ensient, in fee, provided
that if such child should die before 21 leaving no issue, the reversion
The court said, if there had
should go to other persons named,
been no devise to the wife for life, which made the ulterior estate
a contingent remainder,
the devise to the child in ventre sa mere
In Doe v.
being in futuro, would have been a good executory devise.
Lancashire, 5 Term 49, the court of king’s bench has held that
marriage and the birth of a posthumous child revoke a will, in like
manner as if the child had been born in the lifetime of the father.
In Doe v. Clarke, 2 H. Bl. 399, Ld. Chief Justice Eyre holds, that
of intention an infant in ventre sa mere, by the course
independent
and order of nature, is then living, and comes clearly within the
description of children living at the parent’s decease; and he pro
fesses not to accede to the distinction between the cases in which a
provision has been made for children generally, and where the testator
has been supposed to mark _a personal affection for children who hap
The most
pened to have been actually born at the time of his death.
recent case is that of Long v. Blackall; there the court of king’s
bench had no doubt that a devise to a child in ventre sa mere in the
ﬁrst instance was good, and a limitation over was good also, on the
contingency of there being no issue male, or descendant of issue male,
living at the death of such posthumous child. It seems then, that if
estates [*392] for life had been given to the several cestuis qui vie
in this will, and after their deaths to their children, either born or
in ventre sa mere at the testator’s death, they would have been good.
No tendency to perpetuity then can arise in the case of such lives
being taken, not to confer on them a measure of the beneﬁcial in-.
terest, but to ﬁx the time during which the vesting of the property
which is the subject of this devise, shall be protracted; inasmuch
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circulation of r_eal property is no more fettered in the one case
than in the other.
It
however, observable that this question may
never arise,
shall so happen that the children in ventre matris at
the death of the testator shall not survive those who were then born.
The third ground of objection depends upon_ the application of the
restrictive words which are added
of the different
othe enumeration
classes of persons during whose lives the restriction
suspended. This
conceive will be removed by the application of the usual
objection
rules in construing wills, to the present case.
First, where the in
tention of the testator
consistent with the rules of law,
clear, and
that shall prevail. His intention evidently was to prevent alienation
as long as by law he could;
then
to be supposed that the re
strictive words are to be conﬁned to the last of seven different descrip
tions of persons, and that the testator intended to leave the four
descriptions of persons which immediately preceded this 7th class,
without the beneﬁt of such restriction, although they equally stand
in need of
we must do the utmost violence to all established rules
to be adopted which will support
on this head.. That construction
the general intent.
The grammatical rule of referring qualifying
not even supposed by
words to the last of the several antecedents,
writer
grammarians themselves to apply when the general intent of
or speaker would be defeated by such
conﬁned application of them.
Reason and common sense revolt at the idea [*393] of overlooking
the plain intent which
disclosed in the context, namely, that they
should be applicable to such classes as require them, and as to the
words admit of more con
others to consider them as surplusage;
structions than one, that which will support the legal intention of the
do not trouble your lordships
testator
in all cases to be adopted.
with any observation upon the objections arising from the magnitude
now stands, or may hereafter
of the property in question, either as
stand, or as to the motives which may have inﬂuenced this testator,
or any other in
nor his neglect of those considerations by which
dividual may or ought to have been moved; that would be to suppose
For these
that such topics can in any way affect the judicial mind.
in
this
with
the
rest
of
the
concur
reasons,
offering
judges
imperfect
answer to your lordships’ ﬁrst question.
With respect to your lordships’ second question, the objection to
such child being entitled must arise from an allowance having been made
for the time of gestation at the end of the executory trusts. It seems
to be settled that an estate may be limited in the ﬁrst instance to
child unborn, and
apprehend to the ﬁrst and other sons in fee as
Term 100, seems, to
The case of Long v. Blackall,
purchasers.
life in being. The es
have decided that an infant in ventre matris
tablished length of time during which the vesting may be suspended
life or lives in being, the period of gestation, and the
during
If then this time has been al
infancy of such posthumous child.
lowed in some cases at the beginning, and in others at the termina
is
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tion of the suspension, and if such children are considered by the
construction of the Stat. of 10 & 11 W. 3, c. 16, as being born to such
purposes, what should prevent the period of gestation being allowed both
at the commencement and termination of the suspension, if it should
be called for?
In those cases where it has been allowed at the com
mencement, and particularly in Long _v. Blackall, [*394] it must
have been obvious to the Court that it might be wanting at the ter
In Gulliver V.
mination, yet that was never made an objection.
Wiekett, the child which was supposed to be in ventre sa, mere might
have married and died before 21, and have left his wife ensient; in
that case a double allowance would have been required, yet that pos
In
sibility was never made an objection, although it was obvious.
Long v. Blackall, according to the printed report, the prices point
was not gone into.
But it is plain that the attention of the court
must have been drawn to it for the learned judge who argued
that case in support of the devise, expressly stated “that every
common case of a limitation over, after a devise for a life in being.
with remainder in trust to his unborn issue, includes the same con
tingency as was then in question; for the heir for life may die leav
ing his wife ensient, and the only diﬁerence is that the period of
gestation occurs at the beginning instead of the end of the ﬁrst legal
estate.
It must have been palpable that it might possibly occur at
both ends.
Every reason then for allowing the period of gestation
in the one case seems to apply with equal force to the other, and
leads the mind to this conclusion, that it ought to be allowed in
both cases, or in either case but natural justice in several cases having
considered children in ventre sa mere as living at the death of the father,
it should seem that no distinction can properly be made, but that in the
singular event of both periods being required, they should be allowed,
as there can be no tendency to a perpetuity.
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